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ã€€ã€€This article is about one of the game playersâ€™ view on game content. He thought that the Guild
Wars 2 has a profound cultural background which any other online games could not compare. Now
Letâ€™s see it!

ã€€ã€€I feel that the content of the GW2 could reflect our times specially. For example, the rising of some
nations and aggression events, itâ€™s not about the simple problem of life-and-death between each
other, but the same hardships and difficulties, even the common disaster they are facing together.

ã€€ã€€About the difficulties and friction among different races, thereâ€™s always lacking for generalship.
Actually, these problems can be solved with wisdom, unite efforts and positive attitude. We can
make this world wonderful and this era peaceful together.

ã€€ã€€For example, the aggression to human by Charr, they didnâ€™t sign the temporary ceasefire
agreement until the human withdraw into the west and face the dragon of evil again. In fact, the time
when all racesâ€™ facing the dragon together is really a good chance to develop peacefully. Of course,
all the battles in the past should be considered very seriously by every country. However, in the
present when facing so many wars made frequently, there are still much hope and many
opportunities.

ã€€ã€€Another example, Asura magic, science and technology, they can help us build a better world. The
spirit of Sylvari became the bridge of the world. Charrâ€™ team is the symbol of industrialization, and so
on. However, just as mentioned above, everyone should think about it carefully.

ã€€ã€€Guild Wars 2 carries on the history of previous generations and opens the new era. Facing the
crisis of dragon and the meeting of the ethnic culture, all the problems return to the original Tyria
world. Looking back on the history and looking into the future, no matter who you are, you can still
be a part of this and make your own way, even create a new era by leading this world!

ã€€ã€€This sounds maybe a little bit exaggerated, but for such a high-quality creation, designers have
their own thoughts about this world. It is really worth to be deeply discussed.
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More information about GuildWars 2 Gold, if you want to buy Cheap a gw2 gold online or Sell
GuildWars 2 Gold online, here is your best choice.
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